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Routes
Marta Croll-Baehre

above the topography of Corner Brook to Stephenville I am leftover 
cardboard kitchens, appliquéd
cut-outs of water colour spill coffins over yellow mornings and you 
are the enchantress of gridelin
lilacs, strewn god awful along the incessant T.C.H., where stippled 
routes of transport trucks covet the
curdled skies and moths’ myopic whiskers whine beneath the mat-
ted car lights; anaesthetic,
ghosting – easy associations – goldenrods whose viridian skies 
remind its cascading geography my
palms are groundward, shoved under the kneaded mud – purled 
snow drifts along a stretch of
cemented woodcuts– searching, searching, search for your 70s brass 
ring, years behind the sky hid
its garter-blue malt from up above the desecrated convenient stores 
–oblong strips spill narcotics
along the highway where the outcross ends; catacombs beneath the 
feathery residue of bosky
condominiums and Tim Horton’s coffee stretch pink paint streaks 
across your thin, rachitic face
where glossy motorbikes meet the bearded cusp of Western New-
foundland

Rifle
Kyle Curlew

The bullet slid into the rifle with a solid click.  It was an old rifle.   
A relic from an ancient world of comforts and civilization, its brand 
name long worn off the side of the barrel.  Now replaced with 
various carved symbols:  A skull, a fang, and a few other indeci-
pherable scratches.  And a name, the Peon, was crudely carved into 
the side of the rifle. The man holding the gun pulled the pump 
on the underside and clicked it back, a few rust shavings fluttered 
like oxidized snow to the ground, he felt the familiar feeling of the 
bullet falling into place.   The Peon focused on a makeshift scope, 
the rifle poised at a large lion rummaging through some debris on 
the side of the decrepit road.  A road overrun with weeds and long 
grass growing through its many nooks and cracks
 The ancient ruins are dangerous, they said.  The Peon 
couldn’t remember who they were, nothing but an ethereal voice 
somewhere in his head.  The crumbling spirals that made up the 
ruins at one time were called metropolises.  He could not remem-
ber how he knew that, but he knew it nonetheless.  They were full 
of predators and bandits, some of the worst sort.  The kind that 
hung heads around their territory: a warning for the weary, for the 
curious, for the dangerous.  They were also trophies – broadcasting 
their hatred and their loss of humanity.  Those heads would hang 
from crude barbwire and chains and bits of debris and chicken 
wire.  They would hang from the tall buildings, covered in broken 
glass and vines and rust and crud.  Lots of blood, most of it coag-
ulated.  Some called it an urban playground, not many though.  
Most of them were foolish scavengers, slinking around the shadows 
looking for artifacts to trade in the markets.  Did I think that?  
Or hear that?  The Peon didn’t relish the thought of bloody play-
grounds.  You don’t want to know what they do to the bodies; a 
voice spoke in the Peon’s head.  A voice from a distant place, far, far 
away.  He could feel the rifle shaking in his arms, his teeth began to 
chatter.  Another voice was coming in; it spoke over the first one, 
much louder, and less distant.  Get out of here!  It cried, what have 
you done?  Another one.  You monster!  A gun shot. 
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